
MUSICAL DIRECTOR QUALITIES


Professional, prepared and pushes 
cast. 

Pushing for detail (diction 
especially)

Making it fun and being positive

Knows what they're doing.

Patient, methodic, non judgemental

Tempo

Their passion for perfection

They did their job

To the point, harsh

Not spending a whole month on 
one line

Funny 

talented and so wonderful

played rehearsal piano but 
conducted show

Got work done but kept it fun!

Patience, clear and concise 

Knew the casts abilities and taught 
the songs

Perfectionism

Patience

Working on harmonies - not 
ignoring them 

bothered to work with the ensemble

Giving feedback when we’re wrong!!

Strong, supportive, encouraging 

Patience 

makes rehearsals fun

bringing out the best in everyone

Passionate, experienced and 
patient

Ability t blend sound and know 
singers voices

SPECIFIC direction.

Lovely personality, quick to teach 
music

cast respect; they teach efficiently

Adaptable

Professional

Clear communication 

Patient and time efficient 

knowledgeable 

Able to communicate with singers 
not just band

Drilled you until they knew you've 
got it

willingness to go over harmonies

Patience & attention to detail

Patience and precision

Patient, addresses any struggles

Encouraging, disciplined

identify and improve weaknesses

Organised competent creative

Helpful, understanding, supportive 

Doesn’t make u feel like shit when u 
r wrong. 

Prepared and knowledgeable 

Supportive, understanding, 
encouraging

Unbound knowledge and wisdom, 
passion

Thorough Understanding of the 
score

Patience

Preparedness

No explaining how 2 read music just 
taught it


They played keys well and took time 
to teach

Patience and encouragement 

Giving me confidence to sing solo 

Being skilled and flexible

Very encouraging and supportive

Listening and bringing out the best

Knowing how to teach and support 
the cast 

Knowledgeable energetic clear and 
concise 

Supporting you to do your best

Encouraging of all ability levels

Prepared, patient, friendly, 
understand sing

Knowledgeable and thorough

give everyone opportunities, 
believes in you

Not taking anything half hearted/ 
being slack

Attention to detail

Structured rehearsal plan. 
Organised

Communication and vision 

Clear instructions and 
communication 

Organisation 

passionate, engaged, smart

Able to adapt to fit to the singers 
ability

understanding but pushes those 
that need it

Supportive, patient, good teacher

Musical ability, experience, ability to 
teach

Pro ability 

timing and general direction

Helpful, friendly

Patient and encouraging

Music

Respectful of all levels of musical 
ability

Organisation, stickler for sound

Listening and helping with 
interpretation 

Encouraging talent 

Structured approach to teaching

Again patience and perfection 

Easy to work with, gets best out of 
cast

Encoring the best possible sound 
quality 

Talented. Great work ethic.

conducts

Understanding of ability

Quality time spent on teaching 
harmonies

Rehearsal schedule. Warm ups. 
Genuine help.

Passion for the written music 

Didn’t shut their eyes when I 
auditioned 

Communication with cast

Happy and supportive

Actually taught you technique - was 
a teacher

Persistence, authority, knowledge 

Strong musicality and can teach 
harmonies


Working character into vocal 
performances.

Patience

Ability to teach

Patience & a genuine love of 
teaching

Good music understanding, 
patience 

Genuine not crazy

Leadership

Knowledge

Attention to detail 

Organisation, vision and giving 
people time

Great musical knowledge and 
patience 

Strong orchestra 

Not everyone reads music 

Someone who challenges me 
musically

Note bashed for me

Their calmness 

Communication with director 

Thorough, good musical knowledge

Vision, structure, organisation 

Easy to understand, uplifting

Worked on character development 
within songs

Organised, good communication 

Allocating people to realistic parts

Excellent teacher. Calm easy 
manner

Exacting standards, sense of 
humour

Communication, support and 
patience

efficient, professional

Clear note bashing

Dedication

Accuracy, good musical ear

Knowledgeable 

trueness to the score and the 
material

drilling, striving for perfection

Allowed creative control

Provided recordings for at home 
practice

Musical ability and eye/ear for detail

high standards

Great organisation 

Ability to conduct, lead, adapt, 
inspire

Professionalism


